Family Salon & Spa

Menu of Services

663 Weller Road
New Florence, PA 15944

www.CutsnStuff.net
(814) 446-HAIR (4247)

Haircuts with Shampoo Experience
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Olaplex Treatment Cut ...................25
Rebuilding bonds of the hair while getting a cut.

35

45

55

Elite Haircut ................... .......................20

25

36

38

Haircut ................................................16

20

32

34

Cut with Chemical .................................10

15

20

20

16

24

26

12

14

14

20

22

24

17

18

20

7

7

7

10

12

12

Shampoo experience with cut, dry and recut
to create the perfect shape.

Shampoo experience with cut and blow dry style.

Haircut following any chemical service.

Classic Haircut .....................................14
Clippering back and sides, blend top with
scissors. Ideal cut for men.

Buzz Cut

.................................................8

Same guard attachment all over.

Specialty Kids Cut

(10 years & under) .....................................18
This cut is for kids with tangles, extreme thickness,
or those who may have a hard time sitting.
Shampoo and dry included.

Kids Haircut ..........................................12
Cut for little ones under 10 years.
Includes shampoo and blow dry.

Bang Trim

...............................................7

Trimming the hair in the front section
of the head (from one temple to the other).

Beard Trim ...............................................8
(Free with Haircut)
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Shampoo + Style
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Super Diva

(Extreme Thermal Styling) ..........................40

50

65

75

30

35

40

30

35

40

20

25

Shampoo experience with detailed blow dry
with smoothing iron or curling iron.

Diva Style

..............................................25

Shampoo experience with thermal styling,
smoothing iron or curling iron.

Blow Dry Style .....................................25
Shampoo experience with blow dry / round brush.

Express Style .........................................10

15

Shampoo and quick dry.

Shampoo Experience

............................10

10

10

10

7

7

7

Shampoo and conditioner with relaxing scalp massage.

Shampoo and Conditioner only ............5

Up-Dos + Glamour Styles
							

Special Occasion Style .........................50

65

80

85

50

65

70

Glamour style for those special occasions,
family photos, wedding day, or date night.
(Includes Shampoo Experience.)

Special Occasion Style .........................40
Glamour style for those special occasions,
family photos, wedding day, or date night.

Bridal Package ........Priced at consultation. Please see Bridal Menu.
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Haircolor: Newest Techniques
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Foilage/Shadow Root ..........................95

135

160

175

125

155

165

120

145

160

100

130

140

60

65

70

Shadow root, color melt, or smudge will give
a little darker tone at the root, then gracefully
transition into lighter color or highlighted look.
Can include foil, cellophane or meche.

Foilage

....................................................85

Using your natural root color, blending natural
looking highlights throughout, creating lighter
through the bottom, wrapped up in foil, cellophane,
or meche for higher amounts of lift.

Balayage/Shadow Root .....................80
Shadow root, color melt, or smudge will give
a little darker tone at the root, then gracefully
transition into a lighter color or highlighted look.
Offers a longer-lasting growing out period.

Balayage ................................................75
Using your own natural root color to give
a longer lasting growing out period. Highlights
are hand painted or swept along the surface
of the hair, beginning away from the root
and gradually becoming heavier at the ends.

Partial Balayage or Foilage .............55
Hand painting only the top layers of hair or
peek-a-boo pieces underneath. Shadow root,
color melt, or smudge will give a little darker tone
at the root, then gracefully transition into a lighter
color or highlighted look.

Partial Balayage ................................. 35

48

58

65

Hand painting only the top layers of hair
or peek-a-boo pieces underneath.

Ombré/Shadow Root

...........................80

A dramatic two-toned effect, darker at the top,
lighter at the ends.
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120

145

160

Haircolor: Lighteners & Vivids
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Full Head Lightener

(Platium Card) .........................................90

120

140

160

90

100

120

105

140

170

45

55

60

250

275

325

We foil the entire head with lightener, or we use
on-the-scalp application with multiple volumes of
developer to achieve a white blonde color. This
process may take more than one visit.

Full Head Lightener

(Lift a Shade or Two) .............................. 80
Lightening the hair a few shades using
an on-the-scalp application.

Babylights Full Head ........................ 85
Delicate highlights created using
a very fine color technique to mimic the subtle,
dimensional hair color seen in children's hair.

Babylights Partial ............................... 35
Partial technique is the top and sides or
sometimes a diamond section at the top of
the hair to create optimum results.

Vivids (includes Prelightening) ................150
Prelightening using our platinum card technique
then applying your choice of fashion/vivid color(s)
scalp to end or using a color melting technique.

Vividlights (includes Prelightening) ....125

165

175

195

Prelightening using our Platinum card technique
then applying fashion/vivid color(s) over
the prelightened hair.

Vividlights Partial

(includes Prelightening) ..........................110

125

140

150

Prelightening using our Platinum card technique
then carefully placed fashion/vivid color(s)
in select areas of the head.
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Haircolor: Popular Color Techniques
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Color Melting .........................................70

80

90

100

80

95

110

A truly beautiful, fun service to achieve an array
of colors coming together, creating a seemless
darker root to lighter end finish.

Full Head Multiple Color (SDP) ..70
Scalp to end color using multiple colors.
(Semi, Demi or Permanent Color)

Full Head One Color

..........................60

70

75

80

85

125

135

45

50

55

35

45

45

45

50

55

40

45

48

Scalp to end color using Semi, Demi
or Permanent color

Full Foils ................................................75
Full head of foil highlights or lowlights

Partial Foil Highlights or Lowlights.....35
Top and sides foiled - Diamond technique
can be used to achieve optimum results
for this technique.

Sunlights ................................................ 25
Seven foils of highlights or lowlights on top.

Lightener Retouch

................................40

Lightener on the regrowth/toner.

Regrowth Retouch

...............................30

Permanent Demi or Semi on regrowth only
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Haircolor: Upgrades
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Color Glazing

........................................30

30

30

30

25

25

25

20

20

20

20

20

20

12

12

12

10

10

10

Top coat to protect color and keep it
shiny and vibrant.

Color Craft ..............................................25
The best new temp color! Just for fun!
A custom mixed color conditioner that
can last up to a week.

Express Touch Up

(Regrowth Only) ......................................20
Fast in and out service to only cover
where you see the grey (Tzone).

Oplex .......................................................20
A highly recommended service to help
keep hair bonds intact and hair healthier.

Flashback

Recommended for Men ..............................12
Ten minutes of grey blending on short hair.

Individual Foil ......................................10
One piece of color selected in the right place.
Great for beginners or color for kids.

Highlight Extension ............................................ 7 per Strand
One extension of color, take out when you want
or keep to put back in. Select from a variety
of beautiful color strands.

Toners, Not already included in Color Service ......15

15

17

17
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Perms & Relaxers
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Piggyback Perm ...................................125

150

185

190

135

155

170

120

130

140

70

75

80

75

80

85

75

80

85

70

75

Recommended for longer hair, different from
classic perm in the way it is wrapped.
Process includes two perms.

Spiral Perm ...........................................110
Tighter wrap of spiral curls great for longer hair.

Olaplex Perm ........................................110
Great for highighted hair to help keep hair healthy.

Beach Wave Perm .................................60
A beach wave perm can be achieved
in a variety of ways: rods, rollers, foil or cotton.
Still permanent, however softens a little quicker.

Classic Perm ...........................................55
Truly a classic! Perms are making a comeback.
This curl is best for short to medium length hair.

Roller Perm ............................................55

Creates just the right amount of texture for
medium length and shorter hair to create volume.
Softer curl than average perm, with newer,
more tenderil curl pattern.					

Braided Perm .........................................55

65

Technique of braiding the hair and then perming it.
Many different results can be achieved by changing
size, placement, and amount of braids.					

Additional Charge if More than One Perm Used ..10

10

10

10

Classic Full Relaxer ..........................N/A

N/A

145

160

N/A

75

85

Perfect for transforming coarse, resistant, and
curly hair into more smooth and manageable.

Relaxer Retouch

.................................N/A

Smoothing out the regrowth up to two inches.
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Healthy Hair Treatments
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

				

Awaphui Keratin Treatment ...............30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

15

15

15

Detox/Scalp Treatments .....................28

30

32

34

Add Basic Blow Dry Style After Treatments ......10

15

20

20

Highly recommended service for anyone
wanting more shinier and healthier hair.

Miracle Repair Malibu ......................30
Restores, strengthens, adds shine, and volume.
Repairs, detangles, and replenishes moisture.

Crystal Gel .............................................30
Removes build-up and discoloration.
Preps hair for all chemical services.
(45-minute service under dryer.)

CPR

.........................................................30

Removes metallic minerals from the hair
as well as some artificial color pigments.

Swimmers ................................................30

Removes chlorine, minerals, and salts.
Restores shine and manageability.
Gentle enough for all ages.					

Scalp Therapy

......................................30

Sooths dry scalp, removes mineral build up,
and improves appreance.

Blondes.....................................................30
Adds brightness and highlights to blondes.
Restores color and shine.

Hard Water ............................................30
Eliminates brassiness and removes minerals.
Great for people who have well water.

Conditioning Treatments .......................15
Hair feeling a little dry? Give it a drink
with a ten minute conditioning treatment.
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Extensions
Full Head .......................Stylist Consulation and Deposit Required.
Get your hair longer, more flowing,
or thicker with this wonderful service.
		
		

Highlight Extensions ........................................8/each or 2/15
Individual pieces of hair.					

Waxing: Removal of Unwanted Hair
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Perfect Arch Eyebow Waxing and Shaping .......10
Lip/Chin Hair Growth ...........................................8
Face/Cheeks ......................................................10
Neckline ............................................................15
Full Leg ..............................................................35
Partial Leg, Knees Down ...................................30
Full Arm .............................................................35
Partial Arm, Elbow Down ..................................30
Armpits ..............................................................25
Toes or Fingers/Knuckles...................................15

16

16

16

10

10

10

12

12

12

20

25

25

50

60

60

45

50

50

45

55

55

40

45

50

30

40

40

20

25

25

Entire Back ........................................................75
Lower Half of Back ............................................60

85

95

95

75

85

85

Classic Bikini Wax: Remove unwanted hair
that would be visible while wearing
a swimsuit ..........................................................45

50

55

N/A

Brazilian Wax: Remove unwanted hair
from the back to the front ..................................55

65

70

N/A
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Facials: An Hour of Bliss
Custom Facial ...................... ...................................80
Personalized to your needs. Begins with a SkinReading®
followed by invigorating cleansing, exfoliation and skin sedation.
Then enjoy a custom blended aromatherapeutic facial massage,
plus power treatment and mask targeted to your concerns.

Collagen Rehab

............................................................80

Rehabilitate your skin's aging or lined appearance. Begins with
invigorating exfoliation and Youth Renewal Massage. Skin will be
saturated with a powerful amino acid power treatment to help
support the skin's collagen and elastin, so lines appear filled.
Helps the skin look firmer and years younger.

DePigmenting and Brightening Facial ....................80
Evens skin tone and helps fade dark spots. High tech facial
starts with cleansing and exfoliation treatment, custom blended
just for you. Followed by clinical-strength Dark Spot Corrector
and activated charcoal mask.

Firm and Lift Facial ....................................................75
One-of-a-kind treatment designed to lift and sculpt the look
of sagging, aging skin. You'll see and feel the renewing
benefits immediately.

Calming Facial ..............................................................75
Gentle massage techniques paired with redness-reducing,
skin-calming ingredients. Helps delicate, red, and sensitive
skin. Relieves redness and stress as it comforts.
Ideal for skin in need of nourishment post-op.

Acne Clearing Facial ....................................................75
An absolute must whether you have chronic acne, hormonally induced
breakouts, or simply clogged pores and blackheads. Deep pore cleansing
and exfoliation, includes salicylic acid medicated power treatment
and sulfur Amino Mask with enzymes, AHA's, antioxidants, antiseptic
and anti-inflammatory ingredients. Effective treatment against acne.

Facial for Men ..............................................................75
Keep skin looking its very best. Begins with SkinReading®,
then deep cleansing and exfoliation to target any breakouts,
blackheads or ingrown hairs. Next custom blended mask soothes,
balances and tones skin. Finish with face / neck / shoulder massage.
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Facials: 30 Minutes Fast Results
Fast Results Facial .......................................................38
Need a facial but short on time? Quick, yet highly personalized
treatment cleanses, exfoliates and revitalizes skin. Have your
pores deep cleansed and extracted, or enjoy a skin rejuvenating
facial massage. Your choice!

Fast Results: Peel .........................................................35
Want smoother, softer, retexturized skin but short on time? Advanced,
ultimate-strength "quick peel" contains potent acids and enzymes
for powerful peeling of dulling surface cells. Smooths out fine lines
and wrinkles, leaving your skin feeling refreshed and younger looking.

Fast Results: Lift .........................................................35
Need a lift? In just 30 minutes, this amazing express facial tightens
and firms skin as it smoothes-out surface wrinkles. Includes dual
exfoliation and cleansing under steam followed by the ultra-lifting
Flaxx-C Mask and application of perfect hydrating moisturizer.

Fast Results: Smoother

.............................................30

Smooth the look of crow's feet, brighten dark circles and de-puff
with this express anti-aging treatment designed to deliver instant
results. Perfect for brides' or any special occasion event when
you want fresh, bright and younger-looking eyes.

Professional Make-Up

					Stylist In Training
Bridal/Speciality Makeup
with Eyelashes .......................................40

Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

50

60

65

25

30

35

N/A

65

N/A

For brides, special events, photo shoots,
maternity, fashion, and film. That special day makeup!

Everyday Wear Makeup ....................20
Wake up feeling blah, or have a date
and just want to look great - this is your ticket!

Eyelash Extensions .............................. 25
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Manicures
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Luxury Manicure ............... ...........24

30

35

N/A

25

28

N/A

15

15

N/A

10

10

N/A

10

10

N/A

15

15

N/A

Shaping, buffing, cuticle maintenance, with
anti-aging/anti-wrinkle treatment, luxurious massage
with hot towel treatment and your choice of color.

Gel Manicure ..........................................20
Shaping, buffing, and prepping the nail for
up to fourteen days of long-lasting shine!
Color of your choice, and no drying time.

Express Mani .........................................12
Let's focus on nail shape and cuticle maintenance
followed by a quick massage and color of your choice

Just Polish ................................................8
A quick shape, some color, and on your way!

Just for Little Ones Mini Mani .........10
Shaping, cuticle maintenance, and a dab of color
for youngsters under age 8.

Hand Detailing .....................................12
Shape, clean and massage. Ideal for men.		

Full Acrylic Set

........................................................55

Nail extention with an acrylic overlay.
Note: Requires maintenance every two weeks.			

Full Acrylic Fill .......................................................30
Healthy Nails ...........................................................38
Shape, buff and prep the nails for a resin-base polish.
Requires maintenance every two to three weeks.

Additional Nail Sevices:

			

Healthy Nail Soak-off .........................10
Gel Polish Added to any Manicure ...........10
Paraffin Wax Dip ....................................15
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Pedicures
Stylist In Training Rising Star 4-Star 5-Star

Margarita Pedicure .............................40

55

65

N/A

55

65

N/A

45

50

N/A

40

45

N/A

26

30

N/A

22

24

N/A

10

10

N/A

7

7

N/A

Start with a cool lime drink and a stimulating
foot soak. Add lime slices to the water, close
your eyes and leave the rest to us. Nail and foot
care, a special exfoliating scrub and polish of
your choice.

Rose Petal Pedicure .............................40

Soak in a foot bath of rose petals and flowery
scents. Exfoliation and a gentle scrub. Callous
removal, plus cuticle and nail maintenance.
Moisture is sealed with a rose petal velvety
creme mask, finished up with a heavenly foot
and leg massage!					

Hot Stone Pedi .......................................40
Our Hot Stone Pedi is the elite of elite. Many
special benefits are associated with this type of
pedicure: relaxes foot muscles and focuses on pressure
points. Aromatic oils make for a suberlative stress-buster!

Luxury Spa Pedi ..................................38
Warm foot bath followed by shaping, cuticle
maintenance, callous remover, exfoliating scrub.
Finish with foot and leg massage with warm towels,
then careful polish in your favorite color choice.

Express Pedi ..........................................20
Warm foot bath followed by shaping, cuticle
maintenance, callous remover and prep for
polish of your choice.

Foot Detailing ........................................18
Ideal for Men. Trim and buff nails. Soothe tired feet.

Just Polish ..............................................10
In a hurry? Need a little color for those fancy feet?
Simple shaping of the nail and polish of your choice.

Just for Little Ones Mini Pedi ............7
Cuticle maintenance and polish, up to age 8
14

Spa + Shampoo Services
Express

Classic

Pampered

10 Minutes

20 Minutes

30 Minutes

Favorite, luxury service with warm steam towels,
aromatherapy, massage of head, neck, shoulders,
and hands. Leaves you relaxed and feeling pamered.

Twisted Lemon ...........................................25

35

55

35

55

35

55

35

55

35

55

35

55

35

55

35

55

Tea Tree Lemon Sage shampoo and conditioner
with fresh lemons builds body fullness and deep cleans.

Field of Lavender ......................................25
Tea Tree Lavender Mint is used to hydrate and calm.
Perfect to moisturize and relax you.

Tea Tree Classic .........................................25
Tea Tree special shampoo and conditioner is
used to invigorate the scalp and senses.

Thirsty Hair? .............................................25
Give your hair a drink! Replenish the moisture
with Instant Moisture Shampoo and Treatment.

Health Care Repair ..................................25
A much needed for overprocessed, dry, brittle hair.

Mint Peppermint Patty ............................25
Similar to Tea Tree Classic, but with the sweet
bite of a mint peppermint patty with more aroma.

Orange Creamsicle .....................................25
Very natural and great for putting protein back
in the hair. The aroma of fresh oranges and
Cuts-N-Stuff secret potion.

Sugar Potion Motion ................................25
Help dry, itchy scalp with this service. Again,
another secret Cuts-N-Stuff concoction.
You will enjoy a natural and wonderful exfoliating
experience with a great massage.

Love In The Sinky ..................... 45 Minutes of Pure Relaxation
A mixture of two services of your choice.
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Family Salon & Spa

663 Weller Road
New Florence, PA 15944

www.CutsnStuff.net
(814) 446-HAIR (4247)
•

Specializing in Advanced Color Techniques
with Full Color Bar

•
•
•
•
•
•

In-Depth Personal Hair and Skin Consultations

•

Salon Privacy Suite for Clients with Medical Needs
or Special Concerns

•

Mom Room where Mothers can Enjoy Full Salon
Experience in Private Setting with Their Little Ones

•
•

Friendly Atmosphere

Private Shampoo Room
Bridal Party Packages
Salon Experience Birthday Parties
Ear Piercing and Glitter Tattoos
Professional Salon Products,
Hair Accessories, and Store

Experienced and Professional: in Business over 16 Years

Hours:
Wednesday: 9 AM - 8 PM
Thursday: 9 AM - 8 PM
Friday:
9 AM - 6 PM
Saturday: 9 AM - 3 PM

Visit and like us on Facebook
for monthly specials and
fun prizes!

